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Name of the program: Small business management 

Qualification: Master insmall business management 

      Program credits: 120 credits 

Aim of the educational program: Master’s program aims to prepare highly qualified, 

competitive managerial personnel for the field of small business. They will have deep and 

systematic knowledge of theories in management as well as skills for working on new and 

original ideas. They will be able to create new and original ways for solving particular 

problems, carry out researches independently and acquire practical skills for career 

development ( professional/academic).Program intends to prepare specialists who will have 

deep and systematic knowledge in functioning small business. They will be able to make 

econometrical models, analyze and use prediction indicators. They will have deep and 

systematic knowledge of working on strategies of business organizations and making anti-

crisis activities. They will have practical skills for financial and investment management, 

budget and taxing system, management accounting and banking management issues.  They 

willget skills for effective management in human resources, leadership and team 

management as well as skillsinmarketing,quality management and advertisement. They will 

have deep and systematic knowledge of entrepreneurship and law regulations related to it. 

They will be able to use this knowledge in new, impulsive and multidiscipline conditions. 

They will have skills of complex realizing of meaning of small business in national economy 

and taking into account economical potential of the business in the country. They will 

acquire skills of planning and carrying out scientific researches independently in the field of 

small business. 

Master of small business can carry out small business activities and can also be employed 

in scientific fields as well as in public, corporative, nongovernmental and international 

organizations. They can work as specialists in sales and marketing, human resource 

management, finances and accounting, and strategic planning. As internsthey canwork in 

national and international organizations.  

   

Preconditions for allowing on the program: United master’s exams and university exams. 

This program requires Bachelor’s degree in any field of humanitarian sciences.  

The program doesn’t need any additional information about scientific conferences and 

participation in expeditions or internship at universities abroad. (These documents aren’t 
compulsory but only desired). Such experience can be used as preference in case of students 

having similar conditions. 

  

Program requires B2 English language level. 

You should have Bachelor’s diploma, certificate verifying knowledge of English(desired), 

copy of identity card and certificate of computer studies. 
 


